Impairment of fingertip vasomotor reflexes in leprosy patients and apparently healthy contacts.
Fingertip blood-flow velocity and its control by vasomotor reflexes were studied in leprosy patients and in healthy controls with a laser Doppler flowmeter. In newly registered patients, the flow was significantly lower than in the healthy controls, and even lower values were recorded in the long-standing patients with lower limb ulcers and/or deformity. The newly registered patients showed substantially impaired vasomotor reflex responses in the fingertips to cold challenge of the opposite hand or deep inspiratory gasp. Low blood flow and impairment of vasomotor reflexes were more prominent in those leprosy patients who showed clinical evidence of neuropathy and/or histological evidence of reaction in a punch biopsy of leprosy skin lesions. This aspect of dysautonomia to cold challenge was particularly prominent in apparently healthy, fully treated ex-patients. There was an unexpectedly high prevalence of impairment of vasomotor reflexes in newly registered and apparently healthy, adequately treated leprosy patients. The method is very sensitive, and it remains to be established whether the lesions it detects are nonprogressive residues, or previous nerve damage, or an indication of on-going nerve damage. A minority of leprosy contacts showed impairment of vasomotor reflexes. Those with two or more affected fingers were more likely to have had a higher level of exposure to Mycobacterium leprae than those with one or no affected fingers. The cause of this unexpected impairment of fingertip vasomotor reflexes in a minority of leprosy control workers has not yet been determined.